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This story will teach any child and adult why it is very important keep your teeth clean. He got an amazing
lesson the proceedings in his mouth if he does not brush his tooth regularly.Small boy Larry went to the
dentist.
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Gross YOUR SON OR DAUGHTER Out into Brushing Their Tooth Every Day! This is a great story that
through a boy's visit to the dentist and a conversation with a dental assistant reminds kids to brush their teeth
regularly by producing them think about what bacteria have to get up to within their daily lives that he and
his dog do everyday, only the bacteria can't keep the boy's mouth.The illustrations are nicely carried out, sort
of have a 60s era cartoon style. They don't really always fit alongside the text on each web page though in
either portrait or scenery mode on the Kindle Fire HD. There is a fair bit of text message per page aswell,
which makes this more comparable to a brief junior fiction reserve rather than picture book and is therefore
ideal to an increased age reading level compared to the normal picture publication aged marketplace child.
Great for kids! Also has great images. As a mom of three year previous boy, I found this book very helpful.
It is ideal for little kids who do not understand why brushing tooth is indeed important. Again thanksss Larry
Cute. My child is 10 years aged and she says she is never going to forget to brush her tooth again! If you
possess children download this book! You will love it and so will they! Instructive and cute story Just the
title itself conjures up images of bacteria and awful stuff in the mouth--if a person doesn't brush their teeth.
The loveable character in this book shows kids not only the importance of brushing their teeth but also that
the dentist is nothing to hesitate of. Victoria weaves a tale full of imagination but it is easy to start to see the
'reality' of. This is a perfect publication to read to kids right before they go to the dental practitioner to try to
relieve their fears and make the dental professional fun. Aliens in Your Mouth - Good or Bad? I actually
picked this up for my daughters who sometimes are slack with regards to brushing their tooth. This is an
excellent little story for children which will get them really considering what will happen if they don't brush
(hint: it could gross them out a little bit! but it will likely have them brushing!.! Will get your kids brushing!
'Invisible Aliens in Larry's Mouth' by Victoria Sunsett is a 'two fer' - a great book that also teaches an
important lesson. I will not spoil the plot but suffice it to say You Will want to brush your tooth (as will the
kids) twice a day (at least). Larry learns that likely to the dentist can actually be fun.... whoops, nearly gave
it apart. Get the reserve to find-out even more..) I'm glad I acquired this as I'm sure it'll make them think
twice about skipping this essential part of health. If you can't get your child to brush their teeth keep these
things read this book instantly. An educational and sweet book "Invisible Aliens in Larry's Mouth" is a
superb book, which tells that we must take care of our teeth and what harm can occur if we don’t brush
daily. Thank you amazon because of this e-book.. Larry Learned an Important Lesson The Invisible Aliens
in Larry's teeth teach every kid an excellent lesson. my grand children will love this! The way the dental
assistant described the reason for bad breath may cause any kid to think twice about NOT brushing each
day. Such a great and yet simples explanation! The illustrations are colorful and put in a lot to the story.
Perfect Lesson for Kids It's quite common for kids to not need to brush their teeth, making it a regular
struggle for parents. I have read this publication to our grandson who's also 7 yrs old, he enjoyed the tale and
certainly made him think that and give reason to brushing his teeth. The story is brief enough to be read in a
single sitting. A genuine winner! Nice launch to going to the dentist, too. he enjoyed the story and certainly
made him think and present .. I have to recommend it to all or any. This is only a great little publication very
ideal for children about the importance of toothbrushing and what can occur if indeed they don't do it. You
better brush your teeth... The illustrations are great and the story is usually both engaging and educational.
My children loved it, easily grasped the message and keep asking to re-read it! The significance of brushing
teeth This is an extremely nice children's book,teaching the significance of brushing teeth. I absolutely love
this book.. good Good story I love it very much. I bought this reserve for my children, and make sure they
are read this, and they like it so much that right now they brush their teeth twice a day. Thank you so very
much. The illustrations are very cute.. The author does an excellent job of relating to the kid and engaging
them so they want to brush their teeth.. Clever read for kids to explain the significance to brushing their
teeth in a way they could understand and parents will appreciate. Tmd This book is a cute way to teach
children why they have to brush their teeth every morning and night.
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